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SUMMER TWINS STREAM NEW ALBUM LIMBO VIA HYPE MACHINE 
 

LIMBO OUT 10/2 ON BURGER RECORDS 
 

 
 

On October 2nd, LA-based quartet Summer Twins will release their second full-length, Limbo, on Burger 
Records. Today, Limbo is streaming on Hype Machine. Limbo weaves together modern pop, ‘50's sock 
hop melodies, and wild ‘60's garage rock, topped with dreamy harmonies and a tinge of psychedelia. 
Fronted by sisters Chelsea and Justine Brown, the band also includes Michael Rey on bass and Andy 
Moran on guitar and keys. Inspired equally by the Kinks and Beatles as they were by The Ramones and 
the Donnas, the Riverside-raised sisters were drawn to the melodies and songwriting of the former and 
the kinship and attitude of the latter. For Limbo, Chelsea & Justine joined up with producer Chris 
Woodhouse (Ty Segall, Thee Oh Sees) in an isolated Sacramento studio and created their new album. 
The seclusion and the intensity of the sessions are revealed through the album. Listen to it below! 
 

STREAM LIMBO HERE: 
http://hypem.com/premiere/summer+twins 

 
PRAISE FOR SUMMER TWINS: 

 
"Their modern /'60s garage rock sounds come with a bit of a bite" - BUST 

 
"The track instantly shoots off a glowing surf-centric vibe, bridging glowing pop elements with the band's 

deceptively gritty guitar play for an effortlessly fun ride." - The 405 
 

"Beautiful organ, guitar and harmonies make this the perfect track." - Culture Collide 
 



"The LA based group gives you 50’s style vocal harmonies with harken to the girl group aesthetic of that 
time, but then the guitars have a bit of snarl and psychedelic buzz to them." - Austin Town Hall 

 
Digital Pre-Order (w/ instant grat DL for "Demons"): http://smarturl.it/limbo 
Physical Pre-Order: http://bit.ly/limbolp 
  
Summer Twins Online: 
http://summertwins.com/ 
https://twitter.com/summer_twins 
https://instagram.com/summertwins/ 
https://summertwins.bandcamp.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/summertwins 
  
For more information, contact: Jacob Daneman | PItch Perfect PR - jacob@pitchperfectpr.com, 773-
271-6844 
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